MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

This MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING is made at Micron Engineering, Udhana, Surat on 12.05.2011 between Chhotubhai Gopalbhai Patel Institute of Technology (Degree Studies), Bardoli having its registered office at Gopal Vidyanagar, Bardoli (Hereinafter referred as CGPIT) and MICRON ENGINEERING, Udhana, Surat (Hereinafter referred as ME) for DEGREE (Mechanical, Electrical, Electronics & Communication, Civil, Information Technology and Computer) Engineering.

The objectives of MOU are to carry out various activities under Industry Institute Partnership of CGPIT to provide state of the art experience to the students and faculty of ME on Industrial Projects and in the field of Engineering & Technology.

Both CGPIT and ME intend to co-operate in the following areas and work jointly to bring closer the Industry and Academic.

1. To identify the area of projects subject to feasibility and approval of specific projects for the final year students.

2. To organize and conduct Vocational Training and Study Tours for the students.

3. To organize jointly Faculty Training Programs and participate in Exhibition from time to time.

4. To employ the students to industry for placement whenever vacancy arises and subject to successful induction of candidate through companies recruitment procedure.

5. To provide the consultancy work as and when required at both the ends so as to take full advantage of Technical Expertise team.
6. In order to carry out Research activities CGPIT would provide full facilities and complete infrastructure to ME & vice versa.

7. CGPIT would also help ME to raise the required fund for the Research activities from other corporate bodies & vice versa.

8. CGPIT and ME would actively participate in industry institute interaction relationship as and when required at both the ends.

The MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING between CGPIT and ME will be for the period of three years from the date of signing the document, after which it will be reviewed further.

No financial aspects are to be covered in this agreement.

All above mentioned activities will come into action only after the prior permission from both the ends as and when required.